
Bose 901 
The indirect way of creating a world class success story 

Whenever I mention my professional occupation in conversation, ever

yone almost always assumes I own a Bose system. The most amazing 

popularity of this brand was founded on one single loudspeaker system, 

which I am about to discuss. 

Even my colleague, Cai Brockman remem
bers the 901's rath er fondly: back in the old 
high school days, blasting Pink Floyd in full 
swing at the schoo l's music hall simply 
wouldn 't bring th em to th eir knees. The 
thought that the speakers dispersion pattern 
and overall excellent stereo playback would 
make them almos t predestined to be placed in 
such a roo m would of course never cross his 
mind. Around the same tim e and whenever 
my studies allowed it, yours truly was working 
at various hi-f sho ps in Dortmund to finance 
his hi-fi system. Almos t all these stores had 
Bose 901's on display, which unfortunately 
appeared out of reach of a Rotel inte grated 
amplifier's owner, not to mention that you had 
to slave a supplied equalizer between your pre 
and power comb o. Back then rumors aboun
ded whereby a 901 could withstand even a 
direct con nection to the wall socket, some
thing I never attempted experime nting with 
for fear of backlash by the storeowner. My col
league however appears to have had less scru
ples then me and thus toyed with exactly such 
a setup even though it wasn't quite at 220 volts. 
Th e uniqueness of the 901's coupled with 

their reputat ion for near indestructibility 
weren 't the onl y facts which dr ew me to these 
speakers in the early 80's: no, th at was clin
ched by the fact that Bose utilized a specially 
designed and automated speaker testing 
system called Syncom. The combina tion of 
good value and great sound made it easy for 
me to recommend the mo re conven tiona l and 
less expensive, altho ugh still Bose manufactu
red, line of Capella loudspeakers to friends 
and family. Of course, thi s wasn't eno ugh to 
launch my lauded career as hi-fi salesma n, 
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since I could really only sell and recommend 
what I truly believed in. Alas, eno ugh abo ut all 
these fond memories of years gon e by. 

Instead, let us examine the facts: Dr. Amar 
Bose began his research and development 
back in1956, when a speaker measuring a flat 
line in an anechoic chamber still m eant some
thing truly special. After building several pro
totypes , he quickly realized how ever, that such 
measurements had little to no impact on how 
well such a loudspeaker would perform and 
sound like in a real home type environment. 
The reason for this sho uld be clear to everyo
ne, so I won't dwell on it in these pages. Suffi
ce is to say that audiophiles today are well 
educated about the impact of roo m intera c
tion with regards to loudspeaker's performan
ce. Having then given up on th at age-old pre
mise , the team led by Dr. Bose had to sta rt 
from scratch with a clean sheet of paper. First, 
they began by practically approaching the 
theoretical ideal of a single point source by 
way of mounting 22 full range drivers over an 
eighth of a sphere in the corner of a room. 
They concluded through various differential 
experiments that test subjects were unable to 
distinguish this eighth sphere's reproduced 
music from one, which appeared through a 
computer-simulated point source. Even more 
important was the discovery that an individu
al driver's frequency response irregularities 
appeared non trivial to the ear. The fruits of 
this labor first appeared in the small -scale 
production model 2201 which not onl y con
tained the 22 full range drivers but also their 
respective amplification modules as well. Over 
200 of th ese obscure looking loudspeakers 
were sold initially. In stereo playback however, 



The Classic 901, pictured with the current speaker 

stand: the loudspeaker in Series I and II was th e same; 

the only difference was the equalizer 

two model 2201 loudspeakers appeared to 
show th e exact sam e pr oblems as big, conven
tion al speakers: they sounded rather sharp, 
glaring and in your face, even th ough Bose 
enginee rs new that these eighth sphere spea
kers were indi stinguishable from the origin al 
point source based on frequency respon se, 
transient response and dispersion. Then, 
dur ing the 1965 Tanglewood music festival, 
Dr. Bose an d his team experimented with 
"Kunstko pf" binaural recordi ngs. Cond uctors 
and musician s felt equ ally good abo ut the 
resulting stereophonic sound quality of the 
Boston Sym pho ny Orches tra. Strangely when 
the two sign als were however summed to 
mon o, the results ended up the same as befo
re: the harsh , glaring sound ret urned, even 
th ough the original charac teristics of th e 
recordi ng with regards to frequency response, 
tr ansient respon se and dispersion hadn't been 
changed. Th e researchers then opined that the 

This is wha t a 901 looks like today: all wooden sides 

are veneered in vinyl; to lower tran sportation costs, 

the stand is cut int o three pieces 

realized effect had to correspond to the ang le 
at which the sound waves hit th e subject's 
head, or in thi s case, th e "Kuns tkopf". When 
an instrument isn 't located directly befo re or 
behind a subject, the sound waves won' t arr i
ve at their destination time aligned; instead, 
they ar rive slightly tim e shifted. Th e signal is 
fur ther affected in th e spectral domain by th e 
different pa ths it takes to get to the subjec t's 
ears, or in sim ple layman 's terms , the tonal 
charac teris tics of the sound. Th e resulting dif
feren ces in the spectral and time domain 
which are caused by varying angles at which 
sound waves hit the subject are also recorded 
by the binaur al "Kunstkop f" which of course 
results in two different signa ls. When it came 
tim e to listen again, all test sub jects concluded 
tha t these findings un animou sly appeared 
pleasing to the ear. 

When the test subjects however received 
both signa ls as summed, where th e resulting 
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missing spectral and time domain informati
on didn't give any clues as to directionality, all 
subjects once again agreed as to the overall 
unpleasantness of the sound. To further gat
her information, five conventional direct 
radiating loudspeakers were positioned surro
unding a test subject. Four loudspeakers 
where positioned around the subject. These 
loudspeakers were tonally aligned in such a 
way so that they exhibited the same frequen cy 
response at the subject's ear regardless of wea
ther all five or just the front one were being 
auditioned. Each subject perceived the music 
as sounding best and most pleasant when the 
signal would arrive from different directions, 
even though all loudspeakers exhibited the 
same - if a bit softened - tonal characteristic. 
Bose engineers concluded that there had to be 
a substantial benefit to overall tonality over 
conventional loudspeaker design when sound 
would arrive at the listener's head from diffe
rent angles. The question that remained was 
how this would affect localization of individu
al instruments. In order to study this further, 
tests were conducted attempting to analyze 
the relationship between direct and reflective 
waves in a concert hall. Close to an instrument 
the listener would almost exclusively perceive 
the directly radiating sound waves - whereas 
increasing the distance between the instru
ment and listener would yield an ever decrea
sing amount of the direct radiating level, 
while the intensity of reflective waves would

•l remain nearly constant. The point at which j 
\ the direct and reflective sounds were equal in 
I 
I overall loudness would vary in accordance to 
i the size of the room and the acoustic pro

I perties to walls, ceilings and floors. Measure
ments at Boston's Symphony hall for example, 

I indicated that with omni directional instru
ments this effect would be measured at aroI 
und six meters distance from the source. Dr. 

! Bose opined that therefore all attendees at that 

I 
i 

I ,I 
I 

concert hall sat in an area where the sound 
they received was mostly generated by reflec
tive waves, which would hit the ear from a 
multitude of angles with nearly the same 
intensity. 
This could lead to contradictions of practical 

experience on this subject, whereby the indivi
dual would be unable to localize the actual 
source as a result of the louder sound waves 
hitting the listener as reflective waves. The fact 
of the matter is that this isn't so, because 
direct radiating waves will hit the subject soo
ner then reflective waves. The time difference 
between the two signals is enough for our hea
ring to localize the instrument or original 
source even though the signals may not be 
equally loud at your ear. Researchers were the
refore convinced that in relationship to direct 
waves, loud reflective waves traveling via diffe
rent directions didn't diminish the signals 
information characteristics. However, when it 
comes to the tonality of a sound, like for 
example the relationship between fundamen
tal and overtones, the sound reflected off the 
walls does in fact have an impact on sound 
quality. 

All these experiments facilitated the idea that 
a loudspeaker would only sound pleasant and 
unobtrusive if it contained both direct as well 
as reflective waves in a typical living room 
environment, with reflective waves having the 
far higher overall percentage. Based on the 
previous experiments, it was clear that only 
full range drivers would be used for reprodu
cing the entire frequency spectrum. This pro
cess made it further easier to experiment with 
differences in direct vs. reflective sounds: all 
one had to do was take a full range driver from 
the front of the cabinet and place it at the back 
- had a traditional multi driver setup been 
used, this experiment would have been far 
more complicated. A ratio of about 10 percent 
direct sound and 90 percent reflective sound 

I 
Almost 40 years ago the instruction manual looked like a script belongin g to a class lecture. 

The top right shows Bose's fir st creation, the 2201 with and without covers. 
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was agreed to have offered the best perfor
mance. The cabinet's design was equally spe
cial: constructed to have a 30 degree angle 
when facing the back wall of th e living room 
(which also eliminated the build up of stan
ding waves between the back of the cabinet 
and th e room's rear walls) the sonic energy 
was thus being dire cted forward into the room 
and toward the listening position. However, In 
order to get a good stereo image throughout 
the room, it wasn't enough for each speaker's 
sonic energy to be reflected off the closest cor
ner into the room. Thus, each speaker was 
split at their half waypoints and angled at that 
30-degree angle so that the sonic energy was 
also being reflected forward into the room via 
the back walls between the two loudspeakers. 
Thi s was the conc ept, which was ultim ately 
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The cutaway model shows the complex air funn el 

system inside the Acoustic-Matrix case. 

A high-pressure injection-molding 

machine was necessary to guarantee 

absolute surface smoothness on 

all plastic internal air funnels. 

final ized and as such proved to be a true form 
follows function design. 
Each half of the rear speaker housed four full 

rang e drivers, while a ninth one was added to 
the front in order to create the direct radiating 
sound energy detrimental to the localization 
of sources. The internals of the loudspeakers 
also left nothing to chance: In order to equali
ze the small irregularities of each individual 
full range dr iver, the cabinet had to acoustical
ly couple to all of the chassis. Solving thi s pro 
blem required m ounting all the chassis in the 
same air volume enclosed within the cabinet, 
which also nearl y eliminated the chassis reso
nant frequency of around 100 hertz. Because 
of the design's char acter istics with regards to 
dire ct vs. reflective sound reproduction, typi
cal (used on conventional loudspeakers) on 



axis measurements aren't able to properly 
capture the speakers true performance. 
Indeed, such a design calls for a more balan
ced sonic energy dispersion throughout the 
entire room - the y have to be able to cover the 
entire frequency spectrum equally well. Since 
the acoustically coupled full range drivers 
required no crossovers and had no issues with 
regards to resonant frequencies of the chassis, 
Bose engineers figured that nothing stood in 
the way of utilizing an electronic equali zer. 
Thi s was done not to solve frequency anoma
lies of the loudspeakers, rather to adapt it to 
the personal tastes of the owner. However, 
almost by necessity a loudspeaker who's tona
lity is based on the principal of utilizing most
ly reflective sound energy needs to somehow 
be able to influ ence the sound. After all, Bose 
doesn 't know what type of a room the custo
mer will setup his loudspeaker s in: the room's 
walls could be covered by high frequency 
sound absorbing drapes, large window glass 
areas or wood covers. Going for a well-balan 
ced tonality requires one to have an equalized 
system capable of adjusting to your room's 
sonic characteristics. 

The year was 1968 and Bose was finally able 
to launch the 901 system; the first of its kind 

to incorporate direct as well as reflective 
radiating sound via the use of acoustically 
coupled full range drivers with an additional 
equalizer to adjust for a rooms anomalies. Th e 
success and recepti on was unanimously posi
tive, something that the Bose engineers never 
quite felt to be obvious or exspecting. Relying 
on then available measurement methods 
would not have captured the essence that was 
the 901: in stead, Bose had to rely heavily on 
con sumer reception and accept ance as a mea
sure of success. Gauging by the fact that tod ay, 
privately held Bose is an almost worldwide 
corporation with 8000 employees success has 
indeed been achie ved by any measure. As Dr. 
Bose said during our last meeting, this success 
and achievement enables Bose to have a more 
long-term outlook on research and develop
ment instead of focusing exclusively on next 
quarter's bottom figures. 
With rising popularity at home and interna

tionally, a first revision was on order: after all, 
not all living rooms in the world are as lavish 
in size as in the United States. In Germany for 
example, it was quite common to find a Series 
I Bose 901 placed in front of thi ck, high fre
qu ency absorbing drapes, which the equalizer 
simply couldn't correct for. Th e resulting 

Special selection parts inside: conventional in Series I; ut ilizing modern SMD components in Series VI 
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Bose manufactures their own driver with plastic frame and 3 hole mounting system. Due to the Helical voice coil, 

these drivers are much more effici ent th en the ones sourced from thi rd parties in the Series I and II. 

sound app eared to be missing treble extensi
on. Bose th erefore introduced an electr onical
ly revised Series II in 1973, which allowed for 
mo re t reble boost whilst also offering an 
improved signal to noise ratio of ten decibels. 
Back in th ose days, Bose was reliant on sup
pliers for their full range drivers. Since acou
stically coupled dr ivers only work well when 
all parameters such as for exam ple efficiency 
and reson ant frequency are sim ilar from one 
sam ple to the next, Bose enginee rs utilized a 
clever computer testing system called Syncom. 
From day one of production , Syncom was able 
to attest a driver's performance to with in 0,05 
decibels. The process takes about half a minu
te to complete and takes into account me asu 
rem ents at different frequencies and levels in 
order to compare th em to a saved standard 
driver. The results were not inte rpreted linear, 
but rather according to human hearin g. Back 
in th e day such an elaborate system was 
almos t unheard of - thus, Synco m was also 
utili zed in the final testing of each loudspea
ker leaving th e factory. Alas, 1976 saw another 
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upgrade to the Bose 901; th e Series III mod el 
was released. The biggest advance came in th e 
way of the dr am atically increased efficiency of 
the drivers: to achieve the same volume level 
as the newly launched Series III , the previou s 
generation 's model had to have three times 
the amplifier power. Two important factors 
were the cause of thi s: first, Bose stopped 
dep endin g on suppliers for their drivers and 
instead manu factured their own. Instead of 
winding the moving coils with round copp er 
wire, Bose's newly developed system called 
Helical wound aluminum flat wire on edge on 
an extremely thin and light weight moving 
coil. Despite the lower conductivity of alumi 
num wire, this process improved the conduc
tivit y per weight unit by a factor of two. Ano
ther reason for th at greatly improved ratio was 
th e result of isolating th e aluminum wire by a 
13-micron thi ck anodizing process inst ead of 
paint. Packin g density of th e newly developed 
Helical coils were improved to 92 per cent 
com pared to 40 for the original voice coil. 

Second, the 901's speaker cabinet was com



pletely reengineered from the ground up. 
Instead of running the chassis in a closed 
volume, a newly developed "Acoustic Matrix" 
synthetic plastic material with three reactive 
air funnels was utilized. These air funnels are 
responsible for the increased bass energy out
put compared to the membranes alone. Due 
to the extremely high air velocity generated 
inside these air funnels (in excess of 62mph) 
and to avoid turbulences and resulting distor
tions, the structural integrity and surface of 
these air funnels had to be precision designed 
and engineered. A specially designed high 
pressure injection molding machine was 
developed which kept tolerances in the Acou
stic Matrix to under 0,13 millimeters. 36 
months later, another upgrade cycle, mostly 
centered around minor equalizer and chassis 
updates came to light as the Series IV model. 
The Series IV remained in production until 
1985, at which point in time the Compact 
Disc (providing copious bass boost as the 
engineers in Framingham believed) had 
begun to take hold of the market. As a result, 
Bose updated the equalizer to include a revi
sed treble and newly developed bass control. 
The treble equalizer was aptly named "Room" 
as it would be used mostly to adjust for a 
room's anomalies; whereas the bass equalizer 
was named "Source" in order to provide the 
owner with bass boost or cut dependent on 
the source. The current production model VI 
brought SMD manufacturing in the equalizer 
module to the table, while everything else 
remained more or less the same. 
After all this history, I was very much looking 

forward to auditioning the latest 901 Series 
within the walls of the Image-Hifi listening 
room. Unlike at my workspace, where I have a 
sloping roofline, loudspeakers there are placed 
alongside straight walls. I believe that it is 
more important for the 901' s to play within 
the geometric confines of their intended 
design, rather then produce pleasant tones 
with the appropriate optimal amount of 
reverb. To further optimize their newly found 
listening environment at Irnage-Hifi head
quarters, we had to also remove the normally 
useful set of Fast-Audio Absorbers. Adjusting 
the equalizers for the appropriate amounts of 
treble and bass , the image the 901's presented 
was large and room filling, even to the skepti

cal ears of this reviewer, so used to traditional 
direct radiating loudspeakers. Typical mini
malist two microphone Opus 3 recordings for 
example, exhibited excellent depth percepti
on, whilst the traditional 901 strongholds, 
bass extension, speed and maximum volume 
level were easily heard and prevalent. This 
almost 40 year old concept continues to work 
and work well given the proper setup and tre
atment. My only gripe with the current Series 
has to do with cable setup and wiring of the 
loudspeakers. Presumably in order to make 
shipping more efficient and cost effective, the 
901 's stand is delivered in three pieces, 
through which you carefully thread your (not 
too thick) cables. Then again, how many times 
will owners of the 901 really setup their spea
kers? 

When these hifi-tunes are published, I would 
begin to think of compiling a wish list. At the 
top of my list would be an upcoming 40th 
anniversary special edition of this classic 
design. Now if we could only make the CFO 
look the other way and spec the 901's with 
golden WBT speaker terminals and a proper 
(reminiscent of the Series I) stand. . . I am wil
ling to bet that all true 901 aficionados simply 
couldn't resist - and there's many out there. 

Dirk Sommer 

Productinfo 
Speakef'$ystem Bose 901 Series VI 

System & design: direct i rdlec.ling principal 

Characteri stics: Acoushr MJ.hix, [q'lil :izel 

Size (W/H/D) : 54/32/D em 

Weight '! 6 kg 

Nallanly: "i years 
Price: 2300 Euro (includ ing Equalizer) 

,(ontakt 

www.bose .d« 
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